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Anita active air control DeltaPad sports bra receives ISPO GOLD 

AWARD 2017 

Every year the ISPO AWARD shines 

the spotlight on outstanding sports 

products. Retailers look to the award 

for guidance when choosing products 

while end consumers view it as an 

indication of new innovations.  

The independent expert jury works in line 

with specifically defined criteria to select 

winners from several hundred entries across 

the various categories. 

Based in Upper Bavaria, lingerie specialist ANITA is thrilled to be named GOLD WINNER this year: 

the air control DeltaPad sports bra from the Anita active range wowed the jury in the Health & Fitness / 

Base Layer category. 

"We developed a highly innovative foam cup for the new air control DeltaPad. Together with the ultra 

lightweight outer mesh fabric, the cup ensures optimal support, perfect compression and a balanced 

body temperature", explains designer Katrin Prillwitz. With its triangular shape, breathability and cut-

out sections at the bottom and to the sides, the DeltaPad guarantees permanent air circulation. 

Various functional materials are brought together with Anita perspiration management in mind. The 

perforated foam used in the DeltaPad is covered with an airy eyelet fabric on the outside and a 

hydrophilic terry cloth featuring a 3D structure on the inside. The air control DeltaPad has a focus on 

function seen in the smallest of details: ergonomically shaped, fully padded straps, a breathable mesh 

back lined with strong power tulle for stable support, as well as extra-flat seams and soft, flat edging 

bands that run around the neckline and arms. The perforated underbust band is particularly soft and 

air-permeable while offering excellent support. 

Aesthetically the bra plays with contours and contrasts, while the design accentuates its functional 

elements. "The air control DeltaPad combines different materials, both transparent and opaque, and 

places emphasis on function through its tailoring and design. The triangular cup, for instance, has a 

particularly slim cut, allowing a sexy glimpse of skin through the airy mesh along the edge of the 

neckline. At the same time, both the cut and the interplay with the outer mesh fabric serve to enhance  



 
 

functionality while also ensuring support and compression", comments designer Katrin, adding: "As a 

family-run company specialising in women's lingerie, Anita has decades of expertise in cup design. 

This knowledge is crucial to guaranteeing perfect fit and optimal support right through to larger cups 

and sizes.”  

The air control DeltaPad sports bra is available in the colours Pink/Anthracite and Anthracite, and also 

in White from June 2017, with cup sizes ranging from AA-H. A light, breathable and skin-friendly 

sports panty made from microfibre fabric beautifully rounds off the set. 

 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

The ANITA Group 

ANITA Dr. Helbig GmbH is a globally pioneering family-run company based in the Bavarian town of 

Brannenburg specialising in women's lingerie and swimwear. A niche supplier, ANITA stands out through its 

extensive range of beachwear, lingerie, sports bras and nursing bras, right over to special bras and breast 

forms. 

The ANITA Group is represented worldwide with around 1,700 members of staff and 20 companies across 

16 countries. It employs over 100 sales representatives around the world and works with numerous 

importers and exclusive general agencies. Our products are supplied to customers in over 60 countries.  

We produce our goods in line with the highest European quality standards at each of the seven production 
sites operated by us throughout Europe and Asia. 

The company took to the international stage in the 1980s with the launch of its second design-focused 

brand, ROSA FAIA. The two company brands ANITA since 1886 and ROSA FAIA stand for top comfort, 

quality and fit right through to larger cups and sizes.  

With over 130 years of know-how, the lingerie specialist enjoys an excellent reputation and counts among 

the most successful manufacturers in the textile industry. 

 

Contact details: 

Anita Service GmbH, Manuela Brandes, Grafenstr. 23, 83098 Brannenburg, Germany,                                 

tel. +49 8034 301-249, manuela.brandes@anita.net 

For further information, please visit: 

www.anita.com/active 

facebook.com/anita.since1886.de 

http://www.youtube.com/user/AnitaUniqueBodyWear 

https://www.instagram.com/anita_since1886_official/ 

 

 


